[The effects of inbreeding and low temperature on the pattern of chromosome synapsis in the ovarian nurse nuclei of Drosophila melanogaster strains].
The effects of inbreeding and low temperature on the pattern of homologous chromosome synapsis in ovarian nurse cell nuclei of Drosophila melanogaster strains were studied. Exposure to decreased temperature (16 degrees C) caused a noticeable increase in the rate of asynapses of homologous chromosomes, whereas this effect was insignificant for F30 inbreeding generation. Long-term inbreeding has a substantial effect on the relative positions of chromosomes in the nurse cell nuclei. This is visually evident only in the interstrain hybrids between highly inbred strains LA (F923) and HA (F923) or between either strain and laboratory strain Canton S or the flies from the natural population, where abnormalities in homologous chromosome synapsis are observed in virtually all nuclei.